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DOCK MASTER INFORMATION 

 

LAUNCHING 

1. Place sails outside of pram shed. Leave blades in boat. 

2. 4 lifters, 1 in back of boat 1 on each side and 1 in front to grab stern. Lift off hanging rack and place 

on dolly. Take to the dock. 

3.  After 4 boats are removed from the shed start rigging your boat. 

4.  Launch and tie boat to the dock. The next 4 people will do the same. When you have rigged your 

boat go and help the next group. 

 

DISEMBARKING 

1. To dock, head the boat into the wind. Do a 360 degree turn to slow down if necessary. 

2. Untie all knots in your lines before exiting your boat. This applies mainly to pram sailors. 

3. Guide your boat gently to the dock and it will be secured by the sailors already on the dock. 

4. After you have safely exited your boat and your boat is secure take out the centerboard. 

5. Go to the floating dock to help lift the boat out of the water and on to the dolly. Remove rudder 

and place it in the boat with the centerboard. Remove the sail and place on the grass. Roll the boat up 

to be rinsed which is done by the person assigned to the hose. The rudder and centerboard will be 

rinsed also and placed on the grass to drain. 

6. Hang up the boat with 4 lifters, 1 in back of boat 1 on each side and 1 in front to guide the rack. 

Remove the dolly. 

7. Neatly roll up sail and sprit together.( Sometimes we have a designated person for this job but if 

not it is your responsibility to take care of your sail). Place centerboard, rudder and sail in your boat. 

8. There are old towels to use for drying boats and parts. The drying of the boats takes place AFTER 

the boats are hung. Each week an assigned person will take home the wet towels to wash. We all 

share this duty. There will be a checklist to sign on a weekly basis so we all take our turn with the 

towel duty. 

 





GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Determine WIND DIRECTION. 

2. Head boat into wind – go INTO IRONS. 

3. Get OUT OF IRONS – push tiller and boom in same direction, or opposite directions.  When bow 

begins to move (FALL OFF), adjust sail and bring tiller back to center. 

4. While sailing, do a SAFETY TURN – let go of tiller and main sheet and allow boat to oscillate until it 

stops. 

 

WINDWARD INSTRUCTIONS 

1.  Discuss WINDWARD (closer to the wind) and LEEWARD (away from the wind). 

2. Sail CLOSE HAULED (sail to windward) BEAT with sail trimmed over aft corner of boat.  Mention 

that the sail stays in this position – adjustments to wind direction changes are done with tiller. 

3. Continue sailing close hauled (beating) but now push tiller slightly towards sail.  As the boat begins to 

HEAD UP (closer to the wind) watch for LUFFING of sail.  Show how to correct by moving tiller 

slightly away from sail.  Mention that without correction, the boat would have continued to head up 

until going into irons. 

4. Demonstrate COMING ABOUT (TACKING) – push tiller firmly toward sail, allow wind to move sail, 

duck head, move tiller back to center and SHEET IN.  Notice how bow moves through the wind when 

tacking. 

5. Practice coming about (tacking).  Mention that the boat must be moving, have (WEIGH ON), in order 

to tack.  Notice that the boat is sailing about 45 degrees from the wind.  When coming about, a 90 

degree turn is made.  Note:  To determine your new course before coming about, hold your arm out to 

your side.  The landmark you are pointing to is where the bow will be heading after you complete your 

tacking maneuver. 

6. While beating 45 degrees from the wind (between tacks) the sail should not be luffing and 

TELLTALES should be streaming off. 

7. Discuss STARBOARD TACK (wind crosses right side of boat first and pushes sail to left) and PORT 

TACK (wind crosses left side of boat first and pushes sail to right). 

8. Pull DAGGERBOARD up a few inches and note what happens to the speed and direction of the boat.  

Loosen SPRIT halyard several inches and note result. 



LEEWARD INSTRUCTIONS 

1. After rounding windward mark, aim towards the next mark.  The boat is now REACHING (wind coming 

across the side of the boat).  Mention that when sailing to LEEWARD (sailing away from, or off, the 

wind), the opposite action happens.  The tiller now stays centered and the sail is TRIMMED to adjust for 

changes in wind direction. 

2. As the boat aims for the mark, EASE the sail out just until it LUFFS, and then pull it back in slightly.  

See what happens when it is eased way out or sheeted way in. 

3. Raise DAGGERBOARD a few inches.  Can you tell the difference in your speed? 

4. Discuss how as you round the coming mark, the boat will be JIBING (turning with stern passing 

through the wind).  To jibe, push tiller away from sail while sheeting in (keeps boom from flying wildly 

across the boat).  Straighten tiller to aim for the next mark, while adjusting the sail on the new side. 

5. While sailing towards the next mark (LEEWARD MARK), look behind the boat.  Is the wake straight or 

curvy? 

6. Keep adjusting the sail for WIND SHIFTS.  The wind is constantly changing direction and speed, 

sometimes subtly, sometimes not.  These two facts are also influenced by trees, moored boats, 

buildings, clouds, etc.  Do you notice a drop in speed when another boat sails close by? 

7. After rounding the leeward mark, sheet in, put daggerboard down, and practice WINDWARD 

SAILING and COMING ABOUT to get to the windward mark again. 

8. After rounding the windward mark this time, steer straight back to the previous mark (leeward mark).  

Now the wind is behind the boat (coming across the stern).  The boat is now RUNNING.  The sail 

should be eased so that it is perpendicular to the gunwale of the boat, and the daggerboard can be 

raised about halfway (mention that you are allowing room for the boom to clear the top of the 

daggerboard in case of a sudden jibe).  Since this is another form of leeward sailing, the tiller is kept 

centered and adjustments instead are made to the sail. 
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